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Key Steps to Effective Time, Priority & Stress Management – Workshop Feedback 

 

Thank you for making this course so powerful that all delegates are so positive and motivated. They really enjoyed it and have 

gained so many practical tools. Better yet, they are applying it already. Looking forward to see you again in July for 

communications skills. -- Jolindi Faber, Service Support Supervisor, Barloworld Equipment -- 

 

This workshop exceeded my expectations. It has helped me in terms of prioritising and creating my reality with my thoughts. It 

has helped me identify the black holes that drain my time and energy and challenge myself to find solutions that work for me. I 

have walked away with the tools to manage my time and I feel prepared to prioritise and plan. Thank you Sharon.   

-- Violet Lupuwana, Continuous Improvement Facilitator, Cadbury PE -- 

 

Sharon, I do not know what you have done to me, but whatever it is, it is working… When I walked into my office this morning,  I 

was overwhelmed with tasks but found myself evaluating what was important and what was urgent (crisis zone). Back in the 

office, my emails had accumulated to 250. Within an hour, I had sorted out all my mails. I have delegated like I have never done 

before, completed my daily work and I am now looking forward to going home within the next half an hour. Normally I will work 

very late to try and catch up. I know it is my new attitude and way of thinking. I am truly working much smarter and not harder. I 

am thinking the whole time of a better and more effective way of doing everything, and I can see I am saving time all the way. 

Thank you so much for changing my life and way of thinking. Where have you been all my life!   

-- Maronel Victor, Import Supervisor, Safcor Panalpina -- 

 

I really enjoyed the added NLP tips Sharon gave us to help with self-awareness.  And it was great to have the added benefit of 

improved team communication and shared experiences.  My most important learning from this workshop was how to use the 

time management matrix and plug the black holes that drain my time and energy. 

-- Joseph Guemle, Commercialization, Cadbury -- 

 

This course was not your conventional Time Management course, it really opened my eyes and tapped into powers I didn’t know 

I had. I learnt that all people are different and that you need to take them to different levels if you want to delegate effectively 

and save time.  Sharon, I really appreciate your passion… I took away so many life skills and so much more than I expected.  

Thank you. -- Leona Nompula, MEA Gum Commercialization Engineer, Cadbury -- 

 

I really enjoyed the interaction, sharing and practical problem solving to overcome our time wasters. I can see that I need to start 

spending time in Quadrant 2 (of the time management matrix) immediately. I also really want to attend your Excel and Outlook 

training as I know it will save even more time. This was a great workshop. Thank you! -- Mia Swalund, Financial Manager, BCG -- 

 

Thank you so much for the great training.  You have motivated me in so many ways – you were a Godsend just at the right time 

in my life and I truly hope that our paths will cross again one day. Take care of yourself and good luck with your future  – you 

touch so many lives with your great work that I only wish the best for you.  -- Sunada Bloem, CIB Credit, Standard Bank -- 

 

Thank you, Sharon. Your program is excellent – don’t change a thing. I have never learnt anything to this extent and will really 

benefit from the tools I am taking away. -- Rene Dreyer, CIB Credit, Standard Bank -- 

 

Sharon is very knowledgeable and presents herself well to make the workshop truly interesting. I have learnt that we are all 

different and when working in a team we need to try and understand our team mates.   

-- Julia Tsholo, Commercialization Engineer, Cadbury -- 
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Just a quick note to say thank you so much. Great course! I really enjoyed it and learnt such a lot. Sharon, your insight and great 

tools you provided were the best things about this training. Thank you! 

-- Marianne Koekemoer, Business Support & Recovery, Standard Bank -- 

 

I am taking away so many tools and tips; I really enjoyed the relaxation techniques taught and the structure given to the day 

using the 6 P’s. Thank you for a great course. -- Jackie Oktay, Market Risk, Standard Bank -- 

 

This course has helped me to identify “problem” areas plus how to find solutions for them. I learned that we need to be 

balancing all areas. This was truly the best course I have ever been on, it was really worth the two days. -- Annelize de Wet, 

Consumer Science Leader, Cadbury -- 

 

Thank you for helping me become aware and rediscover my strengths and weaknesses. I have really learnt how to be consistent 

in planning to achieve my goals. I’ve realised what is holding me back from delivering to my maximum potential. This workshop 

was a great experience.  -- Alice Mkanda, Sensory Analyst, Cadbury -- 

 

I took away awareness of how I can stop wasting and start saving time. I also realised that I need to focus and delegate more 

efficiently.  Thank you Sharon. -- Ashil Bijou, Packaging Manager, Cadbury -- 

 

I learned a lot of things, but my biggest learning on this workshop was how to bring back my balance.  Thank you for a VERY 

productive and useful two days. -- Duduzile Khumalo, Finance, Fraser Alexander Bulk Mech -- 

 

Sharon, thank you for being so friendly and accommodating. You handled all situations so well.  I know I will be able to 

implement this knowledge in my everyday life. -- Carol van Zyl, Cash Book, Fraser Alexander Bulk Mech -- 

 

Thank you Sharon!  I will be able to plan my weeks better and now know how important it is to spend time with myself too.   

-- Esmeri Smit, Creditors, Fraser Alexander Bulk Mech -- 

 

I thoroughly enjoyed the fact that Sharon made all examples real by using her personal experiences to explain. My biggest 

learning on this workshop was that you actually have to take time to manage your time effectively. 

-- Maleka Sehlapelo, Engineer Trainee, Cadbury PE -- 

 

I had great fun learning how to delegate with compassion in order to save time. Planning and purpose were two vital tools that I 

took away from the workshop. Sharon, well done on delivering an excellent course. Thanks for the wonderful manner in which 

you present. You are truly amazing at what you do and your commitment shows in your skill. You will not believe how lovely it is 

to be in control of your day and how great it is to know that because you are human it’s okay to say ‘NO’ once in a while. I just 

love the sound of rain and even the smell it gives off when it hits the tar therefore I have attached a attachment of how special 

we as human beings are and that in us we have so much potential but yet so sad that we tend to be so lazy in searching for our 

potential. I have my little get up and go saying that I thought of in the class which is… “LET MY INFLUENCE, INFLUENCE.” 

-- Angelo Bailey, Electrician, Cadbury PE -- 

 

I have learnt to identify big “rocks” and Sharon shared many tools which enable a better time management process. This 

workshop was facilitated with encouraged discussions that assisted with trouble solving. 

-- Tyrone Williams, Commercialization Technologist, Cadbury PE -- 

 

I enjoyed sharing thoughts and all our different ways of doing things. Thank you Sharon for the excellent information provided. 

-- Kurt Groener, Electrician, Cadbury PE – 
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Sharon, you have really changed some minds and lives with your training. Everyone is talking about it. It was a short but very 

powerful programme. It has been an absolute pleasure working with you and Juanita and I will definitely promote Key Steps to 

our other business units. Thank you. 

-- Lorraine Futter, Cashbook and Treasury Supervisor, AVI -- 


